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Day 1 
 

Good morning to my dear students! Today we are going to learn about a very interesting short 
story by William Sydney Porter, better known to people by his pen name as O. Henry. ‘The Gift of 
the Magi’, ‘The Ransom of Red Chief’, ‘The Cop and the Anthem ‘are some of the famous short stores 
among others. William Sydney Porter's aka O. Henry’s rich canon of work reflected his wide-range of 
experiences and is distinctive for its witticism, clever wordplay, and unexpected twist endings. All of 
O. Henry's stories are highly entertaining, whether read for pleasure or studied in classrooms around 
the world. His stories frequently have surprise endings. 

 

Summary of the story:  A RETRIEVED REFORMATION 

 
Jimmy Valentine, a talented safecracker is freed from prison. Jimmy takes a train to another town where 
he meets up with Mike Dolan and finds his safe cracking tools where he had left them at his apartment. A 
week later, a string of bank burglaries comes to investigator Ben Price’s attention, and he concludes Jimmy 
as the thief. Meanwhile, carrying his burglar tools in a suitcase, Jimmy arrives at Elmore, where he plans 
to rob the bank. While walking, he encounters a woman and in that moment he decides to change his act 
forever. This women's name is Annabel Adams who is the banker's daughter. Jimmy continues on to the 
hotel, where he registers as “Ralph D. Spencer.” Jimmy learns that the town does not have a shoe store 
and business is booming. Jimmy Valentine does not rob the bank; instead, “Ralph" settles in Elmore and 
opens a profitable shoe store. A year goes by while Jimmy enjoys great success. His business is growing 
and he and Annabel are engaged. To completely move on from his past, Jimmy plans to give his friend his 
set of safe cracking tools. The day before Jimmy is to leave for Little Rock, Ben Price arrives at Elmore and 
learns that Jimmy is about to marry the banker’s daughter. The next day before leaving town, Jimmy goes 
to the bank with Annabel and her sisters. Annabel’s father shows off the new burglar-proof safe he has 
recently installed. While all are admiring the safe, one of the little children playfully locks a child in the 
vault. The safe cannot be opened since the timer and the combination had not been set. Furthermore, 
she will soon run out of air in the vault. Annabel turns to Jimmy, begging him to do something. Using his 
tools, Jimmy opens the safe in record time. After the safe is opened, Jimmy puts on his coat and walks 
away. When he meets up with Ben Price, who has witnessed the scene, Jimmy is prepared to be taken 
back to jail, but Ben Price leaves him alone. 

 

Children, please read the story as given in the next pages from the text book: 
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Day 2 
 

Explanations and Analysis of the Story 
 

The setting is from a jail located in Arkansas to a small town in Elmore, Arkansas. The town is really small 
so not much happens there, that is one of the main reasons Jimmy chose that town to rob a bank. The 
narrative perspective is third-person omniscient (omniscient means one that knows everything), you can 
tell because both Jimmy's and Annabel's thoughts are revealed. The mood is suspenseful at the climax, 
happy in the middle, and old-fashioned, shady in the beginning. Major characters include Jimmy 
Valentine, detective Ben Price, Annabel Adams, the girl with whom Jimmy falls in love. Minor characters 
are the prison warden; Mr. Adams, Annabel’s father; Annabel’s sister; Annabel’s two young nieces, May 
and Agatha; a hotel clerk; and a young boy who lives in Elmore. 

 
Jimmy thinks that once you have taken the wrong path in life there is no turning back. But the story proves 
that it is never too late to reform. Everyone deserves a second chance and that you should always do the 
right. Another main theme is that no matter what you've done in the past, you can always start over. 
In A Retrieved Reformation by O. Henry we have the theme of change, love, honesty, redemption, 
determination and identity. The story is narrated in the third person by an unnamed narrator. Jimmy 
though he continues to rob safes when he is released from prison changes when he meets Annabel. The 
life he had previously known and lived changes dramatically with his main focus being on earning an 
honest living by opening a shoe shop. The driving factor for Jimmy’s change of lifestyle is triggered by his 
love for Annabel. It is by loving Annabel that Jimmy redeems himself. However it is also noticeable that 
he wishes for his tools of the trade (suitcase) to go to good use. Hence his letter to Billy. This may be 
important as it suggests that Jimmy, though he is no longer a thief still nonetheless sees the benefit of 
someone else using his work tools. He has formed friendships with others who would live their lives on 
the other side of the law and as such knows that his work tools will be of benefit to them. 

 
It is also interesting that Jimmy finds it difficult to stop robbing safes when he first leaves prison. It is 
possible that he lacks motivation to change his life and it is only when he meets Annabel that he truly feels 
motivated or willing to change his life. It is also possible that the author is suggesting that prison as a 
punishment does not redeem or reform a person which is very much the case for Jimmy. As soon as he 
leaves prison he is robbing safes again, running the risk of being caught by Ben Price; who has taken a 
personal interest in Jimmy’s activities having had previous experience with Jimmy. Jimmy switches his 
name from Valentine to Spencer. The author has highlighted just how intertwined a person’s identity (new 
and old) is. Though Jimmy had taken the name Ralph Spencer he may never forget that he is Jimmy 
Valentine even if he has changed as a person. 
 
Jimmy through his actions of opening the safe in Elmore has exposed himself. He has risked everything to 
help somebody else. However it is interesting that Ben Price can see exactly what Jimmy has done. Rather 
than attempting to rob the safe for his own good he has freed Agatha from the safe. Where previously 
Jimmy had robbed for his own advantage now he has used the tools of his trade to help somebody else. 
Something that Price is very much aware of. It is for this reason that Price doesn’t arrest Jimmy. He knows 
that Jimmy is a changed man. Prison hasn’t changed Jimmy rather his love for Annabel and his new found 
life with her is the trigger for change. Something that Price again is aware of. There is a sense that Price 
knows that it would be pointless to put Jimmy back in prison when all he has really done is to help 
somebody else. All of Jimmy’s previous safe breaking had been for Jimmy’s own benefit but on this 
occasion he has honestly tried to help another human being. If anything love has reformed Jimmy and 
Price knows it. Jimmy is to remain a free man, allowed to follow his dream of marrying Annabel. 
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Word Meanings 
 

Uppers -- part of a shoe above the sole 

Escorted – accompanied 

Cracking safes – stealing from safes 

Living straight – living honestly 

Rehabilitate—help someone to return to normal life 

Eminent— quality of being famous and respected 

Overpowered – defeat through greater strength 

Gazed –look steadily 

Tempered steel – steel that was hardened by heating and then cooling 

Novelties – new and unusual qualities 

Neat job – expert work 

Author – committer 

Patented – unique 

Rogue-- wrongdoer 

Resumed –restarted 

Mail hack –send letters on horseback  

Collared –caught 

Guile -- cunning 

Idling—lazing 

Cordially –warmly 

Phoenix –a bird that is reborn from its ashes  

Captivated –charmed 

Pal—friend 

Wind up –end 

Unobtrusively—unremarkably 

Lounged—moved around idly 

Plodding –slow   

Buggy—cart 

Beamingly—smilingly 

Sauntered--walked 

Vault –cellar 

Transfixed –fascinated 
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Day 3 
 

Children, look at the questions in exercise A and B below. Read the answers and write them down in 
your English Literature copy. 
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Answers to the questions given in exercise A: 
 
 
1. The clerk handed him a railroad ticket and a five dollar bill with which the law expected him to 

rehabilitate himself into good citizenship and prosperity. 
 

2. He picked up his key from his friend Mike Dolan. In half- an-hour Jimmy went downstairs and 
through the café dressed in elegant clothes. He carried his suitcase that contained his prized 
burglary tools. 

 
3. Ben Price was a famous detective who had caught and arrested Jimmy in the past. A week after 

the release of Jimmy, there was a neat job of safe burglary in Richmond with no clue to the author. 
Two weeks after that a patented, improved burglar-proof safe in Logansport was burgled. Then an 
old fashioned bank safe in Jefferson City became the target. The losses were high enough to bring 
the matter up to Ben Price’s class of work. Ben Price investigated and found a remarkable similarity 
in the three burglaries. He reached the conclusion that it was Jimmy Valentine because he 
recognised Jimmy’s style and habits of burglary.   

 
4.  A young lady crossed the street, passed him at the corner to enter ‘The Elmore Bank’. Jimmy 

Valentine looked into her eyes and forgot what he was and became another man. 
 

5. Jimmy went to the Planter’s Hotel and registered himself as Ralph D Spencer. He took information 
from the clerk at the hotel and understood that there was a good opening in the shoe business in 
Elmore. Ralph Spencer rose from Jimmy Valentine’s ashes and he remained in Elmore and 
prospered. He opened a shoe business and it flourished. He became a social success and won the 
respect of the community. He made many friends. Ultimately, he accomplished the wish of his 
heart by becoming engaged to be married to Annabel Adams.  

 
6. Valentine was ready to give away his prized tools of burglary to a friend. He wanted to live an 

honest and straight life of domestic bliss with Annabel Adams. The letter showed that Jimmy had 
become a reformed person. It showed that love can help a person to change into a better human 
being. Love succeeded to reform Jimmy whereas the law and prison failed.  

 
7. Jimmy ran the risk of showing his real identity to Ben Price who was witnessing everything. 

 
8. Where previously Jimmy had robbed for his own advantage now he has used the tools of his trade 

to help somebody else. Something that Price is very much aware of. It is for this reason that Price 
doesn’t arrest Jimmy. He knows that Jimmy is a changed man. Prison hasn’t changed Jimmy rather 
his love for Annabel and his new found life with her is the trigger for change. Something that Price 
again is aware of. There is a sense that Price knows that it would be pointless to put Jimmy back in 
prison when all he has really done is to help somebody else. All of Jimmy’s previous safe breaking 
had been for Jimmy’s own benefit but on this occasion he has honestly tried to help another human 
being. If anything love has reformed Jimmy and Price knows it. Jimmy is to remain a free man, 
allowed to follow his dream of marrying Annabel. 
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Answers to the questions given in exercise B: 
 

1. a) Jimmy was fond of his suitcase because it contained all his favourite tools of trade. There 
were some unique ones which he even invented.   

 b) A week after the release of Jimmy, there was a neat job of safe burglary in Richmond with 
no clue to the author. Two weeks after that a patented, improved burglar-proof safe in 
Logansport was burgled. Then an old fashioned bank safe in Jefferson City became the 
target. 
 

 c) Ben Price investigated the robberies. He stated that it was Jimmy Valentine because he   
recognised Jimmy’s style and habits of burglary. 

 d) Jimmy proceeded to Elmore, a little town in Arkansas. He arrived in a mail-hack looking like 
an athletic young senior just home from college. 

   
2. a) Jimmy is in Elmore before ‘The Elmore Bank’. He had come to rob the bank.   
 b) Jimmy needed to know the name of the lady whom he met on the street in Elmore. Jimmy 

was clever enough to know that if he said the wrong name, the local boy would correct it 
for him. That was why Jimmy made up a name and asked, “Isn’t that young lady Miss Polly 
Simpson?” 
 

 c) Annabel Adams made a strong effect on Jimmy. It was because of her that he reformed 
himself. He found the motive and the determination to become an honest person and live 
straight. He knew that in order to win her heart he would need to be an honourable person. 
 

 d) Jimmy went to the Planter’s Hotel and registered himself as Ralph D Spencer. He declared 
to the clerk of the hotel that he had come to Elmore to go into business. He said that he 
thought he would go into shoe business if there was an opening. 
 

   
3. a) Jimmy registered himself in the name of Ralph D Spencer. He had fallen in love with Annabel 

Adams, the daughter of the owner of ‘The Elmore Bank’. 
 

 b) Jimmy’s old business was that of a bank robber; he burgled safes of banks in an expert 
manner. 
 

 c) Jimmy wanted to gift his friend the set of tools he prized for burglary of bank safes. Those 
tools were unique and could not be duplicated. He wanted to give them away because they 
were of no use to him as he had left the old life of robbing banks.  
Jimmy had planned to meet his friend at Sullivan’s Place in Little Rock. 
 

 d) Jimmy expressed to his old pal, Billy about how he had become a reformed person and 
wanted to lead an honest life. He revealed that it had been a year since he had given up 
robbing safes. He said that he was engaged to be married to the finest girl on earth in two 
weeks. Jimmy wouldn’t touch another man’s money even for a million any longer. He said 
that Annabel believed in him and she was an angel. Jimmy intended to honour Annabel’s 
faith in him and resolved never to commit another crooked thing in life.    
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4. a) Jimmy had revealed his true identity to Ben Price when he opened the vault to save Agatha. 
He had saved the life of Agatha despite the knowledge that he would be caught if he exposed 
himself. 
 

 b) Ben Price was standing at the door to witness the whole scenario. He was waiting to catch 
Jimmy. 
 

 c) Jimmy said it because he thought it was of no use to hide his identity any longer to Ben Price. 
He knew that the detective had come to catch him and Jimmy had revealed his true identity 
before him. 
 

 d) Ben Price refused to recognise Jimmy. This was a strange behaviour of Ben Price towards 
Jimmy. He acted strangely because he understood that Jimmy had reformed himself. Ben 
Price understood that it would be pointless to put Jimmy back in prison when all he has 
really done is to help somebody else.             

 
 
 
 

Read the following question and answer: 
 

Explain the meaning of the title "A Retrieved Reformation." 
 

Answer: 
 

A detective named Ben Price has been on Jimmy's trail since he committed a series of safecracking jobs 
after being released from prison and before meeting Annabel in the town of Elmore where he was 
unknown. The detective has followed Jimmy into the bank and is watching the uproar. Jimmy, now a 
reformed man, decides he must reveal his true identity by breaking into the supposedly burglar-proof 
bank vault, using his special tools. He knows he is exposing himself to another jail term as well as losing 
the girl he loves; but he is the only person who can save the life of  little Agatha. Jimmy opens the door in 
ten minutes and frees the hysterical child. He naturally expects to be arrested by Ben Price, whom he 
knows from past encounters. But Ben tells him: 

 
"Don't believe I recognize you. Your buggy's waiting for you, ain't it?" 

 
So Jimmy is able to regain or to "retrieve" his reformation. He is able to retain his new identity as Ralph 
Spencer, a pillar of the community and the fiancé of the beautiful girl who is the daughter of a wealthy 
banker. 
 
 
 
 
 

     


